January 31st, 12am – UFPA Profissional / Bp08

**Our Common Earth 2009 – Terra Futura**

Presenting the international fair-event Terra Futura in Italy – with a debate on how to transform the global financial crisis and shift towards a new economy that ensures universal and sustainable access to the common goods of humanity and nature, particularly water, forests and renewable energy sources.

Terra Futura addresses how solidarity economy and sustainability and their good practices can be concretely demonstrated to the general public, local governments and policy makers, responsible businesses and producers, bringing them together. The connection with the World Social Forum and possible forms of collaboration with Terra Futura will also be addressed.

Speakers:
- Paolo Beni, president of ARCI
- Soana Tortora, solidarity economy coordinator of ACLI
- Paolo Beccegato, international area coordinator of Caritas
- Jason Nardi, Fondazione culturale responsabilità etica
- Maurizio Gubbiotti, secretariat of Legambiente
- Moema Miranda, coordinator of IBASE
- Carola Reintjes*, chair of IFAT Europe

Terra Futura is promoted by Fondazione culturale resposanibilità etica, ARCI ACLI CISL Caritas Fiera delle Utopie Concrete, in cooperation with the Region of Tuscany

www.terrafutura.org

January 30th, 9.30 am – UFPA Profissional Ap04

**Tools for another possible world**

ZOES - solidarity economy social network

Constructing a people-centred, democratic, emancipated, sustainable and solidarity economy, with ethical and fair trade, supported by an online social network platform.

Speakers:
- Jason Nardi, Zoes - Ethical Bank Foundation, Zoes director
- Euclides Mance, Solidarius
- Giovanni Acquati, INEES
- Soana Tortora, ACLI